The fitting of seat belts to
TRB. Roger Tennyson.
Before we begin here, please appreciate
that this is not an instruction article on how to fit seat
belts to your Club car, this is an article on how we
did it.
When you get in there yourself you may
find better ways to do it that suit the way you work
and if so please drop us a line so that we can inform other members.
This discussion about seat belts has bounced about within our
household for many years, do we or don‟t we fit them to TRB? No doubt that
the safety aspect carries a lot of weight but against that rests the argument
of originality, none of our cars being fitted with safety belts from new.
There is also the cost to be borne in mind, you can do it on the
cheap and source belts and fit them yourself or you can take the route of
using a specialised seat belt company to make belts for your car and either
having them fitted by them or fitting them yourself, but the fitted route can
get very expensive.
I think what swayed me was the growing feeling of being unsafe
when I drove the car and this was diminishing the pleasure of using it, so
more and more thought was being put into the subject of how best to fit belts
to TRouBle.
When TRouBle filled in at the NEC Classic Car Show in 2008 on
the Morris Minor Owners Club Stand we were in the company of Mike &
Cath Burbidge with their immaculate Morris Six and I noticed that Mike had
fitted belts to his car, these were inertia reel items with maroon webbing to
match the car‟s interior colour and had chrome buckles on straps which fed
through the seats and didn‟t look out of place in the car.
As it happened the Company that Mike had used to make up his
belts were at the NEC; Quickfit Safety Belt Service based in Stanmore,
Middlesex who specialise in fitting belts to Classic Cars, and after a discussion with them during the afternoon of Friday they agreed to come up to the
stand after the show closed and have a look at my car plus he could see
how Mike had fitted the belts that he had purchased from them.
When he came he spotted a fault on Mike‟s car that we hadn‟t
thought about, where the buckle lay when the belt was fitted around the
body the buckle was laying against the hip, in this location in the event of an
accident the buckle could do some severe damage to the hip! He went on to
explain that the buckle type fitted to the Six was an early type they used and
that it was later discovered allowed the buckle to gradually creep along the
webbing and with it being an inertia reel the person regularly using the belt
wouldn‟t notice, they have been fitted to Mike‟s car for quite a long time.
He complimented Mike on the way that the belts had been fitted
and told him to remove the strap & buckle from the Six when he got home
and return them to him, he would have them replaced at no charge to Mike.
Not bad when you consider that he hadn‟t even realised that there was a
problem. He looked at TRouBle and said that there wouldn‟t be a problem
supplying inertia reel belts for both the front and rear of the car.
The next day I took advantage of a show offer and ordered belts
in the maroon webbing as Mike had done, the kit for each belt comes with all
that is required to fit them including the drilled and threaded mounting plates
that are either spot welded or drilled, tapped and screwed; your choice; into
the body for the mounting points.
Mike promised to send me his plan for the fitting of the front belts
to the „B‟ post as to where he had fitted the drilled and threaded mounting
plates that come with the kit, this saved me a lot of trouble when working out
where they should be placed so as not to cause any discomfort when being
worn, these arrived before the belts. The safety belts arrived early in 2009
but apart from opening the box nothing else was done as we were still discussing how & when any restoration work would be done.
However when things snowballed this April and TRouBle arrived
at Minor Services @ Witchford in Ely in the care of Ian Allen I brought up the
safety belts with Ian, he had no problem with fitting them as he had fitted
similar to an MG ZA Magnette previously. So the belts came down with the
car but stayed in their box until the shell was painted and Trouble was in the
process of being put back together, the wiring loom had just been fitted and
a free afternoon saw the belts come out of the box for examination along
with Mike‟s instructions and plan.
Using the plan the first mounting plates were spot welded into
place on the „B‟ post with a MIG; two & half inches up the pillar from the top
of the box section using the existing cut-outs in the pillar. This was done by
screwing a spare bolt into the mounting plate to protect the thread and holding it into position with vice grips on the bolt head whilst Ian spot welded it
into position, he did this without marking the paintwork on the pillar.
Mike had used the interior light switch for the swivel mounting at
the top of the pillar and we did the same using the same method, however
where Mike had remounted the switch above the swivel I had altered the
wiring whilst the new loom was fitted and remounted the switch on the dash
in a hole that John Goodwin had fixed a switch for a spot lamp at some
previous time.
The third anchor mounting for the belt was fitted into the box
section just behind the „B‟ post in one of the existing cut-outs; this procedure
was replicated on the other side. No more was done at this time until we
were ready to fit the interior a week or so later.
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We started on the rear belts first as this was
where most of the work was involved, they had to be
mounted below the rear parcel shelf on the horizontal
metal frame that the shelf sits on and the rear seat back
mounts up to.
We knew that a lot of drilling and some slot
cutting was involved so I started by creating a cardboard
template of the top plate of the reel mounting, this allowed
us to play with the position and mark the holes without
using the reel and risk marking the webbing.
Now doing this in Ian‟s workshop allowed access to some pretty fancy equipment that the average
DIY‟er doesn‟t have in his garage, the first being that all
the tools are air powered which is very convenient with
just an air line in the car and several air powered drills,
one of which was fitted with a cone drill which is a tapered
drill that you simply keep cutting down until you reach the
diameter of hole that you require and then a slot cutting
tool that fitted in the second drill to cut the slot for the
webbing etc to pass through in the parcel shelf frame.
Ian then produced another magic tool that bent
the front of the slot slightly down and the rear slightly up
so that the webbing didn‟t catch. With these tools all this
took a matter of 30 minutes whereas I feel in the garage at
home this would have taken considerably longer.
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So we are now faced with setting the belts out
where they will sit and drilling the necessary holes for the
bolts, we needn‟t have worried as everything fell exactly
where we had anticipated they would so the holes were
marked on the inner wheel arches and either side of the
centre back axle inspection cover below the rear seat
base, we again offered the belts up to confirm we had
them correct, then we drilled the holes with the coned drill.
The interesting bit was replacing the rear parcel
shelf and lining everything up prior to drilling the necessary holes without destroying the parcel shelf, we could
then bolt the reels under the panel in the boot up through
it and the parcel shelf, using the plated covers supplied
which we screwed in. The belt mounting points were then
bolted in on the wheel arches and the straps bolted into
the transmission tunnel. At this point we offered up the
seats and tested the belts and apart from a twist in one
they worked a treat.
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We moved on to the front belts, bearing in mind
that here all the mountings except for the straps were
already in; this was relatively simply done, the strap
mountings being drilled either side of the rear of the centre
bulge in the transmission tunnel. Now here we had used
the interior light switch hole for the top mounting point so
on the drivers side the hole was already in place for the
top mounting bolt in the interior „B‟ post inner panel.
I simply replicated this on the passenger side
and cut a corresponding hole in the leather cloth. Both
belts were bolted in position without fully tightening them
as they were going to have to come back out for the fitting
of the carpet anyway, the front seats were placed in position and the belts tried, they fitted perfectly.
So out it all came again, interior panels all fitted
properly, new underlay fitted with holes cut for the strap
mounting bolts and the carpet fitted on floor and box sections after the holes were located and cut into the carpet;
now that was a nerve racking job as a misjudgement
could leave unwanted holes in a brand new carpet, seats
were replaced and bolted in correctly and then the belts
were all fitted and bolted down correctly. Now I have to
mention that this was all done before the doors were refitted and I can tell you it made the job considerably easier
for us.
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Nothing left to do now but to test the belts by
sitting in the car front and rear and taking photographs
using a top model, Joan. But now I can honestly say that I
am a lot more comfortable in the car with the belts in place
and there is no doubt that the expense was worth it and
like Mike‟s MS the maroon webbing suits the interior well
and the whole set up doesn‟t look out of place.
The total cost of the belts without fitting, bearing in mind that I have front and rear inertia reels fitted
and the rears are a pretty fancy under-slung setup came
to over £400 with a special show discount.
Allow me to reiterate, that this is not necessarily “The right way” to do it, it is merely how we did it, and if
you have any suggestions for alternative methods, we‟d
be very pleased to hear your ideas and comments.
Roger.
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